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Abstract: In the distributed geophysical instruments, it would lead to reduced reliability, increased
manufacturing costs and low efficiency problem when firmware program upgrade of the high-end FPGA
for control data processing of master station in using traditional methods, the direct updating FPGA
configuration Flash chip firmware program proposed based on researching on the ways of the update the FPGA
program. Using FPGA chip and the FPGA corresponding Flash chip, it directly design the FPGA configuration
FLASH model interface by the logic resource, through this interface and the external interface bus between
FPGA and computer receives remote firmware program and send it to the configuration FLASH, then complete
FPGA firmware updated. Verified by experiments by Xilinx's V6 series FPGA, the method to download a
FPGA program takes about 2.5 min, 10 times faster than other methods efficiency, avoiding the problems about
use of third-party controllers disassemble and other methods to bring reliability, cost and technical complexity.
This approach has a high practical significance. Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L.
Keywords: Distributed geophysical instruments, FPGA, Flash, Configurable Chip, Firmware program.

1. Introduction
Due to the traditional geophysical instruments'
feature such as low presence of channel capacity, few
observations data can be obtained every time, the
poor ability of noise suppress [1], it would lead
directly the problem of resolution in the exploration
of geological structures [2]. For solving these
problems, to get a more precise exploration data, it is
a viable approach that geophysical instruments using
distributed acquisition systems on the survey area
[3]. Although distributed collection systems and
related technology in the field of geophysical
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exploration emerge until recent years, but with the
trend of rapid development [4, 5].
It has many advantages to compared to the
traditional geophysical instruments that geophysical
instrument uses the combination many distributed
acquisition systems and a master system, more and
more geophysical workers like this system [3-5].
With the rapid development of related electronic
technology, it requires the main control system
higher and higher processing speeds, and thus FPGA
as a high-speed processing platform and rapidly used
in a variety of distributed master station
of geophysical instruments [6-8]. Because of the
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special of the FPGA in geophysical instruments
applications, thus the FPGA firmware program
configuration in high speed issues is also a focus
of attention.
Currently, the several ways of FPGA
configuration such as using the Flash chip
configuration mode, using the CF card memory
configuration mode and direct JTAG download
modes are the practical approaches [9]. Direct JTAG
download mode which is generally used when
debugging or prototype, CF card memory
configuration mode is generally used to the products
which the products' position is fixed, and therefore
only the Flash configuration more fit the distributed
geophysical instruments FPGA [10-12]. According
Flash configuration mode, it focuses on research
from the FPGA firmware upgrade efficiency,
reliability, etc., and then propose a direct download
mode of FPGA firmware upgrade [10-16].

2.1. Firmware Program Update Model
in Reconfiguration
In order to complete the real-time processing
of data in distributed geophysical instruments, it will
have to use the large-scale FPGA to meet computing
requirements, and the FPGA reconfiguration
firmware program will be relatively large, so the time
of firmware program upgrade will become longer,
and therefore how to accelerate convenient
firmware program upgrade has become an important
factor [17].
The data of firmware program composed
of frames, which are sent to the FPGA via an
interface between the computer and FPGA, and then
FPGA send the data to the configuration Flash chip
through the peripheral interface to memory [16].
For comparison, according to the actual situation,
we can get the Formula (1) and (2), therefore, the
time parameter TtF that the firmware program data
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transmit from the PC to the FPGA and the time
parameter TtM that the firmware program data

As shown in Fig. 1 is a distributed collection
system.

transmit from the FPGA to configuration Flash chip
can get separately from the Formula (1) and (2):
NUpD1

TtF  Tclk1  Na  Td ,

(1)

1

TtM  Tclk 2

NUpD 2

N

b

 Te ,

(2)

1

where N a and N b are the times each frame to be
transmitted in the two transmitting processes, Tclk 1

Fig. 1. Distributed geophysical instrument.

As Fig. 1 shows, distributed geophysical
instrument consists of a master station and several
10 sets of multi-channel acquisition stations [3-5].
Master station functions not only to complete the
self-test, parameter settings and send a series
of control commands to the acquisition station, but
also continue to receive raw data from the all
acquisition stations via ZigBee or other wireless
networks, and preprocess all of the raw data [2]. This
design can greatly simplify the all the geophysical
instrument, acquisition station only keeping signal
amplifier module, A/D, register and ZigBee modules
or receive and transmit modules, greatly reducing the
weight of the acquisition stations and improve the
efficiency of field exploration. Therefore, the
performance of FPGA in master station has high
demands, include the efficiency and reliability
of FPGA reconfiguration.

and Tclk 2 representative of the each clock in the two
interfaces, N UpD 1 and N UpD 2 representative of the
frames numbers to be transmitted during two
transmitting processes, Td representatives of the
required delay time between start and end during
FPGA updating the firmware program data, all
parameters such as the time delay units are ns,
another delay is very small relative to the overall
time that can be ignored.
FPGA total update time for firmware program
data TUpD , which can calculate from the actual
situation and
in Equation (3).

its

range

can

TUpD  Td  Te  T fm ,
The parameter

be

obtained

(3)

T fm can be get from the

Equation (4). The vast majority of cases are due to
the speed between computer to FPGA and FPGA
to the Flash memory, which process slow, then the
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parameter

T fm can get from which process, thus the

Formula (4) represents the value of the slow
transmission speed formula.
NUpD1
NUpD 2
 NUpD1
Tclk1  Na Tclk1  Na  Tclk 2  Nb

1
1
1
Tfm  
NUpD 2
NUpD1
NUpD 2
T
Nb Tclk1  Na  Tclk 2  Nb
 clk 2 
1
1
1

(4)

By Formula (4) shows that different firmware
update method from the PC to FPGA and the FPGA
to the memory of the process is diverse, the time is
certainly not the same.

2.2. The Reliability Analysis of Products
As technology advances, more and more complex
electronic equipment which should fill with full
attention on its reliability to ensure that work
properly. The master station of the distributed
geophysical instruments collects the acquisition
stations' data and processes the data, which is a
complex electronic device and also work in a variety
of harsh environments, so it requires very high
reliability which otherwise functional completeness
and performance excellence will not be ensure.
In order to combine the master station of the
distributed geophysical instruments reliability
analysis, where the use of reliable procedure and
mean time to repair to build the reliability model [18].
Since the FPGA firmware program data update
of master station is a chain model, only when all
members of the elements are reliability, the master
station is reliable, so the Formula (5) shown the
reliability RS (t) [19].
N

RS(t)= Ri (t ) ,

(5)

i 1

where Ri (t ) is the reliability function of the ith
element or component in master station,
0 < Ri (t ) < 1. Mean time to repair MTTR ( TR ) can
obtain by the Formula (6) [18, 19].

TR 

1 N
 ti ,
N i 1

(6)

where ti is the time spent on the ith time
N

maintenance, while

 t
i 1

i

is the time for the

all maintenance.
Although different elements or components have
different reliability functions and different
maintenance time, and with the increasing of these
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parts, by the Formula (5) and the Formula (6), the
reliability will go down and the maintenance time
will increased.

2.3. Several Upgrades Approaches of FPGA
Firmware Program
Currently
mainstream
FPGA
firmware
program update methods have the following four
categories [16, 20-24]:
1) The using of third-party processors such as
ARM CPLD or FPGA do the firmware program
updates, etc. to download;
2) Peripheral interface design, the using of an
external memory card configuration updates, such as
CF card;
3) Using FPGA embedded soft-core, such as the
Xilinx Microblaze IP core realizing update
Download FPGA firmware program data;
4) Using the JTAG download cable, from
manufacturing companies or third-party JTAG cable.
Depending on Formula (3) and Formula (5), it
can be obtained the features of the several
approaches of FPGA upgrade features in the Table 1.
Table 1. Upgrade superiority comparison.
Upgrades
approaches
Third
Party
Processor
peripheral
interface
design

Reliability
Factor
The number of
components
increases,
reducing
reliability
Memory card
anti-vibration and
anti-transport
capacity is weak

Efficiency and
characteristics
Easy to upgrade, but
the processor speed
determines the
efficiency of update
Need to first load
the program into the
memory card

FPGA
embedded
soft-core

Transplant is not
good, and the
design is complex

The efficiency due
to the design,
generally less
efficient

JTAG
download
cable

Requires a
dedicated
interface or
demolition
chassis, low
reliability

Low efficiency, the
need to build softcore process

In the selection of FPGA firmware program
update mode in the master station, the using of CPLD
or third-party processors or using an external CF card
to be updated, the former increasing the chips and the
corresponding RC component, while the latter
increasing the chips, CF card connector and the
corresponding RC components, represented by the
Formula (5), the reliability will become low. And by
the Formula (6) shows that these two methods will
increase the MTTR time, also increase the design and
manufacturing costs. Therefore, from the perspective
of reliability for the actual use of geophysical data
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acquisition, it can be know that the master station
system needs to anti-vibration and adapting other
harsh environmental conditions.
The transplant performance of using of soft-core
method in FPGA is inconvenient, technical stability
is poor and difficult to design and waste FPGA
resources when using of soft core, and down the
updating efficiency. The soft-core in FPGA chip in
similar components in using, there are also software
reliability problems.
When the JTAG download cable download
starting first in the FPGA will do some complex
settings, so the time value is large, according to the
using of the clock. Because when JTAG firmware
program update, the amount of data will be great,
because the USB JTAG theoretical maximum speed
rate of 480 Mb/s, but there have many FPGA
configuration Flash chips theoretical maximum speed
value of up to 800 Mb/s. Therefore, from this aspect,
just select one method that the speed more than from
the PC to the FPGA USB JTAG rate can improve the
update efficiency, while this approach increasing
to open the chassis and other procedures, an
increasing the time of in the update FPGA firmware
program components or maintenance.
The JTAG way to write configuration files to the
FPGA
configuration
Flash,
which
need
to disassemble the chassis and the board, more
cumbersome, if improper operation will damage the
equipment, the operator requiring high skills,
updating efficiency is low. The ways using CPLD or
third-party processors and using an external CF card
to be updated, increasing costs, reducing product
reliability and increasing the mean time to repair, not
meet the reliability under harsh environment. Adding
new soft-core IP in FPGA chip, the degree
of technical stability is poor, and wasting precious
resources in the FPGA chip, increasing the cost and
the updating efficiency is not high, while also
reducing the reliability of the product and other
aspects of software portability [25].
The product using in harsh environments, the
primary aspect for it is to calculate the reliability
of the model based on its reliable performance.
Choosing a good reliable way to update, and then
select the design under the same reliable conditions
in a highly efficient method to achieve high
reliability engineering methods. In fact, many
damaged components are not a problem in itself, but
because of the design caused by the irrational.
To avoid the lack of the above methods, it
presents a method of updating directly to the
FPGA configuration Flash firmware upgrade
for FPGA reconfiguration.

3. Study on Model of Directly Download
Design Mode
Onboard FPGA configuration Flash chip is the
highest in reliability, so choose this way and improve

it in order to achieve the purposes of high speed and
high reliability.

3.1. Directly Download Mode for FPGA
Reconfiguration
Due to the reliability problems of each master
station in the distributed geophysical instruments, the
on-board Flash mode is the FPGA firmware program
optimum configuration approach. When production
the FPGA master station must to go through the bare
board testing, debugging firmware, which is
downloaded directly through traditional JTAG
download cable. The first firmware program data
include the module of directly download function.
Shown in Fig. 2, after the commissioning board and
assembled it into products, via the testing to achieve
application technical indicators, can be put into use,
often in using the FPGA firmware program needs to
be upgraded, then they can use the FPGA directly
download
mode
firmware
program
data
for the FPGA reconfiguration, complete the
upgrade process.

Fig. 2. The first configuration model diagram.

In the configuration process, the computer
general control of distributed geophysical
instruments include the master station, while the
master station to complete the pre-processing of data
quickly, and then give it to the computer to the
further processing, so the direct download mode only
need the BUS between the computer and master
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station FPGA chip, and then design the FPGA
configuration Flash chip interfaces to complete the
upgrade of FPGA reconfiguration firmware program
data. The interface design contains the corresponding
reader and writer modules designs are saved in the
future upgraded firmware program data in each
upgrade times, and the former configuration data will
be an alternative, to achieve new functionality and
save upgrades.

3.2. Analysis of Direct Download Mode
Design
Regardless the model of the FPGA configuration
FLASH chip interface in the master station, it should
contain the potential functions for direct download
mode. The direct download mode main contains the
configuration Flash interface timing design model,
FPGA firmware program data structure analysis
model, and the master station interface programming
model and software design model. There are many
species of interface bus between the board and the
host computer, such as the PCI bus, PCI-E bus,
Gigabit Ethernet, ISA bus, serial bus, etc., each
interface bus has different protocols, so the design is
not the same. According to interface bus protocol
to communicate the corresponding data between the
FPGA and computer, and it can design the optimal
interface for FPGA firmware program data upgrade
mode depending on the application.
As shown in Fig. 3, the mode structure of the
direct download composition. With existing bus
interfaces between the computer and FPGA which
in the master station, establish the FPGA
configuration Flash chip interface and establish direct
download mode control port based on this
communication bus with existing host machine, then
the design work to a minimum.

Fig. 3. Direct download mode.

The key lies of direct download mode is how
to design Flash interface and analyze corresponding
FPGA firmware program data format in FPGA, while
different company' s FPGA chips or configuration
chips have different firmware program data formats.
Using the FPGA skills to design the correct settings
of asynchronous command, unlock command, erase
command, read and write commands, clear status
register command, the Read Status Register
command and other commands, using an appropriate
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manner combination these commands, which can
upgrade the function of FPGA firmware program.
FPGA firmware data formats in general can be found
on the company's website or FPGA appropriate
forum format documents, these documents can be
used to analyze and judge. When the transmission
can be discarded the start bit and parity bits, etc., just
stay out of valid data bit.
When the direct download reconfiguration mode
begins, to perform the following steps [25]:
1) Set the Flash chip to read-write mode;
2) To unlock its internal storage space;
3) To erase and erasure whether successful erase
by reading the status register;
4) After completing erasing, to begin writing data,
erasure whether successful written by reading the
register;
5) Start reading data for corresponding data
addresses, and send into the host computer
to determine whether the newly written data is to be
checked and eliminating the role of the checksum.
Write data and read data process has been carried out
until the entire FPGA firmware program data
finished, a status register need to be cleared after
reading it, otherwise this register values unchanged.

4. Practical Application and Effect
4.1. Case Design
In the case design, the selection of Xilinx's V5
series XC5VLX155T and V6 series XC6VSX315T
of FPGA as a high-speed processor in the master
station, and the configuration Flash selection
XCF128XFT64C [9-15]. XCF128XFT64C consistent
Nor Flash with the timing design, in line with
common Nor Flash interface protocol requirements,
and each command compatible Nor Flash related
commands. For this feature of XCF128XFT64C,
directly designed the corresponding read-write
interfaces which meet XCF128XFT64C using the
firmware program data directly downloads mode
according to the internal logic of FPGA processors.
Of course, it also can be used the other corresponding
configuration of FPGA chip to support design and it
is only slightly different in timing design.
The Flash XCF128XFT64C has 23 address lines,
16 data lines, 15 data Banks, each of the data Bank
has eight blocks which includes 64 K words in each
block, while having an parameter Bank with seven
blocks include 64 K words each block the and four
blocks with 16 K words in each block.
The Fig. 4 give a final direct download mode
model via the communication interface with the host
computer, receive control commands and
corresponding data, while the FPGA chip receiving
the control signals to start by four control signals,
address output and data Interface connected with
XCF128XFT64C. Internal overall control of program
modules start the download, launch the module
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to run programs simultaneously control signal
module and the address control program module
for control signals and address output, the output data
and input data program modules are program
modules communicate with the host computer
interface, and also control data control module and
XCF128XFT64C Flash interactive data.

Fig. 4. The example of directionality download mode.

It analyzes the structure of the processor FPGA
firmware program data of the MCS from data
of the Xilinx ISE environment compiler generated.
Each line of the MCS file contains the data length,
address, record type, data, and check code, so
it need analyze the data to be downloaded, the data
are hexadecimal code, such as a line of data:
100050000000E0000004000000040000400C8004E8,
the first two bits of data represents the data length is
10, indicating that there are 16 16-bit data,
subsequent 4 bits is the address 0050, the absolute
address of the data row is 0x00000050, the type

followed 2 bits 00 represented as a conventional data,
then 16 Bytes valid data, which should be
downloaded to XCF128XFT64C, finally 2 bits 16
hexadecimal data checksum for checking whether
there is error, may be discarded.
The computer software designed in Windows and
other operating systems as an additional function
in master control station, using VC as a development
platform, the computer interact with external data
processor FPGA using 64bit/33MHz the CPCI bus,
which be used to access to the processor FPGA
for the state data and write data to the processor
FPGA, and also work for data collection and
interactive interface as the master control station
processor FPGA.
Fig. 5 is a write timing simulation diagram, when
the Start control Signal 'prom_rst' is low, setting the
FPGA configuration Flash XCF128XFT64C into
asynchronous read and write mode, the write address
'00BDCF', data is written in two cycles ' 0060' and
'0003', the third cycles write according to Bank
address
unlocked
state,
that
is
written
in the period when the FPGA_FCS, FPGA_FWE,
FPGA_L with the timing requirements of the
XCF128XFT64C manual.
Read Timing simulation diagram shown in Fig. 6,
when reading data, you need to write to a read data
command "0070", writes the command to write data
to follow the timing following the Fig. 5, and then
asynchronous
control
signal
FPGA_FCS,
FPGA_FOE, FPGA_L with the corresponding
operation to complete the data output from
the interface.

Fig. 5. Write data simulation diagram.
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Fig. 6. Read data simulation diagram.

4.2. Practical Application and Comparison
Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing a connection
upgrade testing, there are three master stations
in field for the real-time data processing. They are
designed in different with different methods
for FPGA reconfiguration firmware program upgrade,
and the same main function for data processing.
When the first design using a CF card, the second
soft-core firmware update, a final design using the
directly download model to update.

Fig. 8. Upper machine connect to the master control.

Table 2. The use survey table of three control stations.
1st master
station

2nd
master
station

Update mode

CF card

Softcore

Resource-and
cost

CF cards
and
additional
costs

>1 %

<1 %

12

8

5

Problem
situations
Fig. 7. Test diagram.

As shown in Fig. 8 for the physical testing map.
Master station processor FPGA and internal control
system uses 64bit/33MHz PCI bus. When the test is
passed to the host computer to program FPGA via
PCI bus, then downloaded to reconfigure the chip
firmware program data.
Direct download mode to upgrade the firmware
program data from the host computer via the PCI bus
pass to FPGA, then send it to configure the chip
XCF128XFT64C. In actual case, the master station
and many distributed collection stations in the
distributed geophysical instruments used together
in the wild. Table 2 is the using questionnaire
of the three master stations FPGA firmware program
data update.
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The total
number of
updates
Damage
frequency
Update failures
Average time
required
No need for
special people?
Use feelings

3rd
master
station
Directly
download
upgrade

3 (CF card
socket)
0

0

0

2

0

2h

35 min

3 min

Yes

No

No

Very
laborious

Long
time

Easy to
use
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Three master stations shown in Table 2 using
different methods FPGA firmware program data
update on costs and resource consumption, the direct
approach is the lowest cost. The most vulnerable
of the way using a CF card is the need to disassemble
the chassis, Over time, updating trouble, resulting
in lower product reliability, high cost. The second
soft-core approach is mainly slow, soft core
technology immaturity or no attention to the design
of some soft-core interface problems led
to sometimes made the upgrade fails (wait too long,
that its failure), making field personnel do not trust
the product, the cost is slightly higher. The number
of herein although at least, but the advantages
of multiple, simple design, without disassembling the
chassis, nor failed, so get using praise from the
personnel users. The use of the directly download
upgrade is the best way of all, so we should choose
the directly download upgrade for reconfiguration the
FPGA with the onboard in the master station of the
geophysical instruments.

5. Conclusions
Seen by the actual use of distributed geophysical
instruments, it conclude that the directly download
upgrade way to the master station FPGA firmware
program data reconfiguration in efficiency have a
great advantage of being able to meet the needs
of rapid escalation field use. In addition, the
proposed direct download upgrade mode also has a
low cost, small resource used, convenient and so on.
Meanwhile, this method is particularly applicable
FPGA firmware program data upgrade to a device
with multiple boards or multi-chip FPGA in the
master station of distributed geophysical instruments.
This method is not only no need to open the chassis
for product upgrading, enhanced reliability, and
compared to CF card, soft-core method with high
reliability, solid and strong product, good availability,
so easy to use in field data acquisition. FPGA direct
download mode versatility, as long as there is a bus
between computer and the FPGA and FPGA's
configuration chip is Flash, the method can be
realized. Therefore, this method is not only be used
in the field of distributed geophysical instruments,
but also be used in the field of communications and
other fields, has good prospects [26].
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